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Forest Bathing

President’s Corner:

It Takes a Forest
Sherwood Forest’s Framework of Principles states that “residents strive to
live in harmony with our natural surroundings.” Some of our residents go
above and beyond for the flora and fauna that share our habitat with us.
We know Meredith Brooks has been tracking and saving box turtles since
2008. This is now more important now than ever, as construction has
increased in our neighborhood.
Did you know that Meredith also began the hemlock treatment programs in
2005? First injections, then adelgid-eating beetles and, since 2012, spraying.
Ian Wedderspoon took over and he now makes house calls to nurse
hemlock trees that have fallen victim to the wooly adelgid. This non-native
insect has wreaked extensive damage to our hemlocks, Tsuga Caroliana and
Tsuga Canadensis.
Helen Gift rescues tiny, orange salamanders as she walks on the roads. If
you see her trekking with her head down, know that she is practicing red eft
life–saving.
When Peggy Hanson came to SF over 20 years ago, she inherited a crop of
milkweed from the previous owners of her garden plot. Peggy tended it
and shared it for the purpose of supporting adult monarch butterflies. Now
she provides the food for a nursery of caterpillars cared for by Deb
Rosengrant and Winkie Clark, who will release their 20 th healthy monarch
butterfly soon.
Sherwood Forest Friends is collaborating with Deb and Winkie and other
volunteers on a second Chimney Swift tower to help stabilize the dwindling
population of these entertaining birds (see article on the following page).
Other nurturing goes on in the garden by chief chicken wrangler, Jerry
Brown. Peggy Hanson said, “It’s great to have been here for so long and see
the progression of the garden, with the shed, picnic tables, and benches.”
And the chickens…and the eggs.
If you or someone you know has a hobby/mission to protect, educate, or
care for any of our “residents”, please let me know. It takes a Forest…full of
dedicated residents to make a good habitat for ALL of us.
Carol McCullough, President
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The Japanese practice of shinrinyoku,” or forest bathing, might be
best defined as becoming one with
nature or immersing oneself in
nature. Of course, many of us are
already familiar with the benefits of
being immersed in nature and this
might be the reason we choose to
live in this beautiful forest. It’s
interesting to consider the science,
health benefits and research behind
what seems to be such a widely
growing, common- sense
phenomena.
Forest bathing was first developed
by the Japanese in the 1980’s. Since
that time, there has been a growing
body of scientific literature
supporting the theory, so much so
that the Japanese government has
added it to the Japanese national
health program. Let’s take a closer
look at a few scientific findings.
It has been discovered that
coniferous trees like cedars, spruces,
and firs release a substance called
phytoncides. These are basically
airborne oils that, when breathed in,
boost the immune system by
increasing the activity of virus
fighting white blood cells. Other
benefits include reduced blood
pressure and lower cortisol levels.
“When examining the physiological
and psychological effects of a just a
day long session of forest bathing
significant positive effects on mental
health, especially those with
depressive tendencies, was
observed”. (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
Cont. on last page

If You Build It, They Will Come
In the Forest, we assist those in need
and our bird neighbors, the Chimney
Swifts, need our help! Chimney
Swifts are one of eighty known
species of Swifts in the world, and
the most common one found in the
eastern United States. Early in
spring, they arrive in North Carolina
from South American wintering
grounds. With twigs and saliva, they
build a nest stuck to a vertical
surface — chimneys, cisterns, trees
—because these birds can’t perch
like other birds.
They mate for life, about 4-5 years.
The female lays 4-5 eggs which will
hatch after about 19 days and fledge
a month later. Chimney Swifts
return to their original nesting place
with their offspring each year to
produce another batch of fledglings.
They are social — all help the
fledglings learn to be a Swift. They
hunt in groups and migrate in flocks
of 10-20. When their breeding
season is over, they sleep in
communal roosts of hundreds or
thousands of birds. Most of their
diet is insects including flies, wasps,
spiders, bees, and aphids. Swifts also
help keep fire ants under control.
Researchers estimate that a family
with three babies eats the
equivalent in weight of 5,000 to
6,000 housefly-sized insects a day.
This aerial acrobat spends all day in
motion. He eats on the fly, drinks
and bathes on the fly, and only stops
when clinging to the nest or roosting
at night. The more you know about
these birds, the more their
personalities emerge.
Like all migratory birds,
their numbers
are declining.
In the U.S., a
decline of

about 2.5% a year was measured
from 1966-2015. This decline is
due to several factors: the impact
of pesticides on the insect
population, the loss of their
habitat, more severe storms and
hurricanes, and the usual dangers
of migrating birds, including light
encroachment and increased use of
glass in buildings.
There are several organizations
that are committed to helping the
Swift population. Most work by
educating property owners,
monitoring existing nests and roost
sites, and installing new structures
for use by Swifts. The North
Carolina Audubon Society has
encouraged protection and
recently the Wake County chapter
named the Chimney Swift as the
Bird of the Year to raise awareness.
Swifts don’t require acres of land,
pristine lakes and creeks, or special
food. All they require to thrive are
insects and a tower
structure to roost and
breed in. They
provide
beautiful air
shows, are not
afraid of people,
nor do they bother
people.
Thanks to generous
donations of time and money, an
additional Swift tower is going up
near our original tower near the
Robin Hood Barn, which has been
claimed by a family this year. We
are optimistic a third tower will
follow!
Watch our progress and look for an
announcement from SFF when we
can celebrate another home for
Chimney Swifts!
Carol McCullough

Save the Date!

Open House
Judith Duff
Pottery Studio
October 30, 2-4 p.m.
Judith Duff was a beloved neighbor
and renowned potter
who passed away in 2021.
Mingle with fellow Friends
members and discover Judith’s
unique interpretation of Japanese
pottery. Watch your email
for details about this
Friends-only gathering.

Former SFF Board Member
Charley Burden and four intrepid
friends journey from then to
now along an old, abandoned
turnpike to capture life in our
own Cedar Mountain. A wealth
of historic photographs reveal
the places and people that
shaped our community. The
Village and the Turnpike is
available at local venues,
including Whistlestop Market
and Highlands Books, and, of
course, through AmazonSmile!

Coach & Six
We had driven by, but not
into, Sherwood Forest many
times on our daily searches
for possible building lots in
Henderson, Polk, and
Transylvania Counties. We
had been living in an RV
campground in
Hendersonville within our
fourteen-by-seven-foot
Coach and Six for over six
months! For the previous
two years, our Coach and Six
had been the only cozy home
for our small pack, two very
old humans and one proud
aging mixed terrier, if you
tolerate such canine
profiling. Daily, I’d create a
stack of index cards, tweaked
from on-line reality listings,
enter them on our
automotive GPS (The
Tennessee Traveler), which
was impatiently good at
solving the simultaneous
linear equations to generate
our human-compatible
itinerary for the long day’s
driving. Each prospective lot
had a summary of key
covenants and restrictions
(C&Rs), price, lot size. But we
still needed to view
surroundings homes to
compare ground truth with
the ambiance of C&Rs. A
typical drive-by summary
might go, “In our price range
but nowhere did the C&Rs
stipulate the practice of used
car parts to demarcate
property lines”. “Well, let’s
keep it on the possible list.
That gate guard seemed
polite. Do you think they let
Barney have a bullet in that
gun?”

A few SF lots appeared
near the bottom of some
daily list in the “if time
permits” category. The
discount factor for SF was
“Golf Course”! In prior
residences, we had lived
too close to golf courses
whose lake waters were
too blue to be true and
drifting herbicides/
insecticides had left us all
wheezing. But one day, we
turned onto Cardinal Road
entering Sherwood Forest.
We cautiously held our
breath driving past the golf
course, “They’re probably
using something way
beyond neem oil and
Tricoderma spores to get
things that green”. “Yeah!”
But after climbing high up
Cardinal Road, we left the
golfers’ prairie and entered
a true green forest with
several interesting lawnless
lots. The C&Rs for some
sections set a minimum
cabin square footage at a
thousand, close to ten
times the size of our home
carriage. “Any unusual
C&Rs here?” “Yeah, the
C&Rs not only allow, but
seem to encourage, indoor
plumbing.” “Whow! The
wonders of the modern
world!” “Hey, there’s an
on-line map of this place
and it shows big green
areas with trails going
everywhere.” After
pioneering through headhigh buckberries on one
lot, we bowed to the ruling
white pine matriarchs,
saluted the surrounding

rings of lycopodium, and
listened to their stories.

escape the burden of their
times.

These trees and trails go
back to the lawnless days
before we Europeans
arrived to write our C&Rs.
Long ago, the Catawba and
Cherokee nations
established traditional
foreign student exchange
programs where competing
recruiters visited villages in
the Tennessee and Saluda
River valleys to bus back
tethered young boys and
girls – compliance was
mandatory! After cultural
indoctrination, a young lady
might escape into the night
hoping to rejoin her family
on the Hiwassee, trekking
right over Feed Rock
Mountain using only stars,
the Tennessee Traveler GPS
of her day, to guide her long
hike home. The forest was
her refuge, protector, and
provider with blueberries,
tubers, and chestnuts in
abundance. In a later
century, a small band of
fugitive slaves would escape
through the upstate and SF
from Georgia bondage into
the French Broad River
valley. This forest, all these
trees, gave them
sustenance and shelter
along their way to
Tennessee, Cumberland
Gap, the Ohio River, and
freedom. All this forest,
almost every way one
looked, has offered shade,
concealment, and shelter
for thousands of years to
thousands of living beings
and a few humans trying to

When I was in child school, I
learned all the European
history of this world. History
was most carefully taught
and drummed in my dear
little ears as Hammerstein
summed it up. I have even
more carefully unlearned
most of these printed books
to observe forests by rolling
down the polarized lensed
windows of my carriage. We
have manumitted all the
living beings indentured to
us, parked our carriage
within our too many square
feet, hot walked and watered
our calmed team of six,
turned them out to wander
the forest, and halted here in
the present on our long
journey from the past. We
are all time machines who
travel from the past to the
present. So, wherever you
park your Coach and Six in
Sherwood Forest, from
whatever century you
arrived, please read carefully
all the C&Rs of all its history.
Put your ear to the earth,
brace against a nearby white
pine amid a lycopodium fairy
ring and listen to the forest
memories. This Forest can
still offer protection, in kind
and kindness. We finished
our “Builtless House” on
“Oppossum Path” in 2018 up
on Feed Rock Mountain,
prayed to and for the missing
trees, and we’re in…. all in!”
Brian Spalding

Summer Series—It’s a Wrap!

A splendid time was had by all as we welcomed historical interpreter
Caroline McIntyre, who portrayed pioneer Mary Draper Ingles.
We learned about meteorites from husband and wife scientists Drs.
Marc Fries and Linda Welzenbach-Fries, visiting from NASA Johnson
Space Center and Rice University.

Dr. Mike Castelaz, from Brevard College, thrilled us with demonstrations
proving how we know what we know about outer space.
Many thanks to Greg Allikas and all of the volunteers who helped
breathe life back into this cherished almost-annual event.

Memberships Now Renew on Earth Day!
Are you wondering why you haven’t received a
reminder to renew your Sherwood Forest Friends
membership? In order to simplify membership-related
tasks, all current Friends will receive a renewal offer in
April, in conjunction with Earth Day. Watch for a
separate end-of-year annual campaign letter that will
soon arrive in your mail. And, thank you in advance for
your generosity and continued support.

It Takes A
Village!
Many thanks to Terri
Niemes for lending her
editing skills to the
newsletter and to Diana
Refsland for sharing her
photos of SFF events.

Welcome, Autumn!

Laurel Award
For the trees of our forest, it’s a jungle out there.
As I hike our trails, I am
constantly amazed at the
life force that inhabits
every living thing I see.
Though I think of the
woods as a genteel,
nurturing place, make no
mistake, there is a battle
for survival happening in
every square yard. The
tenacity of life is easy to
take for granted but if you
slow down and take
notice, it is truly amazing.
About one hundred paces
down Oriole Trail from the
Cardinal Road entrance
lives this mountain laurel.
You cannot miss this tree
and if over six feet tall, you
will have to duck to pass
under it.
While it appears to be
doing the limbo, it is
actually struggling to get
its share of the most
precious commodity in our
forest: sunlight. We have
no shortage of rain and
there are plenty of
microbes, fungal mycelium

and organic matter to
provide nutrients at the
roots. But without ample
light, the green plants
cannot make chlorophyll,
the food they need to
survive. They are capable
of overcoming major
obstacles toward this
goal.
Sourwood trees are well
known for their
contortions as they push
toward the canopy in
search of an opening. But
for the smaller members
of the understory the
quest for light may
involve a long haul
horizontally to find a
patch of sunlight. This
particular mountain
laurel measures 16 feet
horizontal to the ground
before its leafy head
makes an upward turn.
And for that feat we give
it the Laurel Award for
Perseverance.
Greg Allikas
Photos: Susan Wilkinson

Have a favorite tree?
Take a few photos and tell us about its beauty,
oddness, tenacity, or heroic measures toward
survival. Send them to Susan Wilkinson
sgeew7@gmail.com
Photo: Greg Allikas

Stone Seep Falls
Newcomers to these ancient mountains
We pushed up a steep trail toward an overlook.
Pausing to breathe, we heard a plaintive, watery
Voice as if it were a presence, wanting to be found.
Climbing through a thicket of rhododendron and laurel

We discovered a waterfall shimmering with light
In seeps and runnels and bright tongues
Descending a wall of deeply stacked black slate.
At its base it pooled and made a stream
Which had its own life.
Retracing our steps downhill, we saw then
The gorge the stream had created,
A gaping presence eons deep.
The stream looped and coiled
Drifted in the morning sun, ending in buttery sand.
We called it secret falls
And told a friend who came there sorrowing
Others came too, quietly
Each for private reasons.
When the owner of the land put up
A barbed wire fence, we all grieved
As if a right had been transgressed.
We waited and went other places.
Finally, the falls was bought
By a beneficent neighbor
Who opened it to us all
And gave it a proper name.
Bridges and steps
Now ease the steep climb in.
There is a bench at the edge of the falls
Where the intrepid can sit, singly
To contemplate in these falls
The emergence of time present
Something like creation,
Witnessed in a bright curtain of descending light.
From this seat one can turn downhill
Toward the great valley of time past,
Where in the laze of the creek,
Contentment and sadness mingle,
Easily and long.
Augustus Napier

Appreciating the Grangers
On September 19, current and past Friends Board
Members gathered to recognize Jim and Irene
Granger for their constant and outstanding support
for our organization. Friends in the truest sense!
Bathing, cont. from page 1

If you would like to know
more about the practice,
consider the book Forest
Bathing by Dr. Qing Li.
Here are a few guidelines
as you begin your
exploration of Forest
Bathing. It is very
important to leave any
technology behind. This is
a kind of immersion or
mindfulness meditation
that you will be engaging
in with the forest around
you.
Additionally, you will want
to go alone in order to
enhance your focus and
mindfulness. Try to

maintain a heightened
sense of awareness of the
sights, smells, and sounds
of the forest and pause
frequently to immerse
yourself in its beauty and
glorious nature.
Lastly, have no
expectations for your
journey. Just relax in to
the experience of your
surroundings and
appreciate the wonder
and awe of the forest for
we all blessed be living
amongst all that nature
has to offer here in our
own wondrous,
magnificent forest!
Lisa Perry
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